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amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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sudaderas
hoodies-belonging to the holster that sits under the riding errand, on the back of the cavalry-

sudaderas abajeras
beaded hoodies-belonging to the holster that is located under the riding errand, on the back of the cavalry-

sudaderas o abajeras
hoodies or beads-belonging to the holster that is located under the riding errand, on the back of the cavalry-

sudaderas-abajeras
hoodies - lower-belonging to the holster that sits under the riding errand, on the back of the cavalry-

sudoccidentales
relating or pertaining alsudoeste

sudorientales
relating or pertaining alsudeste

suero equino
equine serum- is being applied to humans using a method based on the transfusion of antibodies generated by another
organism, in this case, horses.  The equine polyclonal antibodies, which obtained through the injection of a recombinant
protein of SARS-CoV-2 in horses, have a hyper-immune effect, about 100 times more potent than that of plasma from
patients recovered from covid 19- 

suerte
Luck-refers to the expression: chaining events, considered as fortuitous or casual-

suerte contraria
refers to that in which to be held, takes the Bull the field of tables and the right-handed outside of.

suertes
Luck-pertaining to the expression: chaining events, considered as fortuitous or casual-

suevia
Suevia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on May 6, 1896-

suevos
It refers to individuals belonging between the Rhine, the Danube and the Elbe Germanic tribes who then invaded the
Gaul-

suhail



Suhail-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Vela-

sula
SULA = 1-fish ateriniforme Bay which is small and color plated-2-archipelago of Indonesia located in the sea of the
Moluccas.

sulafat
Sulafat-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Lyra-

sulamitis
Sulamitis- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on April 30, 1913-

sulas
belonging to the expression : bay fish, small and silvery-

sulfúreos
collar I = it is said of those who have or poseenAZUFRE

sulfúreos
relating or pertaining alazufre

sultanes
refers to the various emperors had the Turks.

sulúes
belonging to a variety or species of Jolo, Philippines, depalma which was acclimatized in America-

suma teológica
Theological Sum-refers to the expression : the main work written in Latin by the St. Thomas Aquinas-

sumista
sumist-Referent, relative or belonging to the addition, compilation or compilation-

sumistas
belonging or relating alcompendio to the sum.

sumo
martial art = mode of struggle

sunita
Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the "sunna"
or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad--



sunita o suní
Sunni or Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunita o sunnita
Sunni or Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunita suní
Sunni Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as stated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunita sunnita
Sunni Sunni Sunni- The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunita,suní
Sunni.  The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows the
"sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunita,sunnita
Sunni, Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the "sunna" or
path of the prophet, as indicated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunita-suní
Sunni-Sunni-Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows the
"sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunita-sunnita
Sunni - Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunitas
Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunitas o sunnitas
Sunnis or Sunnis-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors
and follows the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunitas sunnitas
Sunni Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as muhammad's successors and
follows the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-



sunitas,sunnitas
Sunnis, Sunnis- belonging to the Sunni Muslim, is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of
Muhammad and follow the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunitas-sunnitas
Sunnis - Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and
follows the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suní
Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the "sunna"
or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suní o sunita
Sunni or Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suní o sunnita
The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows the "sunna" or
way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suní sunita
Sunni Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suní sunnita
Sunni Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suní,sunita
Sunni, Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suní,sunnita
The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows the "sunna" or
way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suní-sunita
Sunni-Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the "sunna" or
path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suní-sunnita
Sunni-Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.



suníes
Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suníes o sunitas
Sunni or Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suníes o sunís
Sunni or Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as stated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suníes o sunís-
Sunni or Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as stated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suníes o sunnitas
Sunnis or Sunnis—belonging to the Sunni Muslim who recognize the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as outlined in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suníes o sunnitas-
Sunnis or Sunnis—belonging to the Sunni Muslim who recognize the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as outlined in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

suníes sunitas
Sunni Sunnis-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suníes,sunitas
Sunnis, Sunnis-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognize the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as indicated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suníes-sunitas
Sunnis - Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follow the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunís o suníes
Sunni or Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as noted in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunís suníes
Sunni Sunnis—belonging to the Sunni Muslim who recognize the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as stated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunís-suníes
Sunnis-Sunnis belong to the Sunni Muslim who recognize the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the
"sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.



sunnita
Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the "sunna"
or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnita o sunita
Sunni or Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnita o suní
Sunni or Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunnita sunita
Sunni Sunni Sunni- The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnita suní
Sunni Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunnita,sunita
Sunni, Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as indicated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunnita,suní
Sunni, Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunnita-sunita
Sunni - Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnita-suní
Sunni-Sunni-The Sunni Muslim is the one who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follows
the "sunna" or way of the prophet, as indicated in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad.

sunnitas
Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnitas o sunitas
Sunnis or Sunnis-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follows
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-



sunnitas sunitas
Sunni Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnitas,sunitas
Sunnis, Sunnis-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognize the "Caliphs" as the successors of Muhammad and follow
the "sunnah" or path of the prophet, as indicated in the "Yadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

sunnitas-sunitas
Sunnis - Sunni-belonging to the Sunni Muslim, who recognizes the "Caliphs" as Muhammad's successors and follow the
"sunna" or path of the prophet, as noted in the "hadith" or teaching of Muhammad-

suntuarios
relating or pertaining allujo

sunya
Sunya-refers to the expression : the essential doctrine of Buddhism-

sunyata
Sunyata-refers to the expression : the essential doctrine of Buddhism-

supe
I knew = means I knew something or that I had knowledge of it.

surales
relating or belonging to lapantorrilla

surá
surá-It is said of a tree belonging to the family of combretaceae, has its habitat in jungle areas and its wood is very
valuable for the construction of

surás
belonging to a tree in the combretaceae family, has its habitat in jungle areas and its wood is very valuable for the
construction of

susques
susques: refers to a town located in the area of the Argentine Puna, in the province of Jujuy.

sustantivos
to have real, independent, individual existence-

susumpate
susumpate-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered



a weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a
weed of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils,
it is used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

sutileza
appreciated by the critics, the subtlety of his thoughts - sutileza-Es.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition desutil

sutorios
relating or pertaining alart shoes making

súmmum
It is the quality or quality or condition degradation maximum that can reach the quality of a person or thing-

sylvia
Sylvia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer N.  R .  Pogsonel May 16, 1866-

syringa
.  belonging to the name as is given to the rubber tree, with leaves that are compound Trifoliate, flowers are small and
gathered in large panicles and its latex is white or yellowish and very generous -

syrma
Syrma-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation Virgo-

tabacal
tobacco-is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species, of
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various types
of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics; in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not
to animals and birds.

tabacales
tabacales-belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

tabit
Tabit-refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 5, 2017, located in the constellation Orion-

tacacho
tacacho - refers to a fried dish of the Peru containing Greaves -

tacaynamo
Tacaynamo-refers to the founder of the Chimu Kingdom, on the north coast of Peru-



tacuara
name given to a variety or species (-) American bamboo rods long, heavy duty - is a grass

taedas
belonging to a variety or species depino-

tago
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, frutilla-origen Dutch -

taika
Taika-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Lacerta-

taivadu
It refers to the God with Supreme demonios-mal unejercito, between the Malagasy-

taiyangshou
Taiyangshou-refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in constellation Ursa Maior-

taiyi
Taiyi-refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Draco-

tajamar
marina, is a plank cut curved and assembled on the outside of the roda, which is used to cleave the water when the boat
go.

taleguilla
It refers to the short trousers that is part of the suit of lights used by the bullfighters.  It is silk, embroidered, and adheres
tightly, legs of the Bullfighter even more below his knees takes a few cords topped by loa males to adjust and tighten the
garment.

talidad
thusness -.  is said of the quality or quality or condition deser such determinations that characterize someone or
something-

talismán
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, English frutilla-origen -

talos
Talos-refers to The nephew of Daedalus, inventor of the lathe. instrument widely used in antiquity-the word Talos or
Acale is used within the study of Greek Mythology-

talquitas
talchies-belonging to the expression : slab rock composed mainly of talc-



tama-
Tama-is an asteroid discovered by astronomer O.  Oikawa on November 17, 1927-

tamandúas
-belonging to one species or variety deoso anthill, but small, is placental and solitary habits -

tamaraos
-belonging to one species or variety debufar it lives only on the island Mindoro in the Philippines -

tamarindo
.  belonging to the name of the tamarind frutodel-

tamarindos
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel tamarind, tropical of the Fabaceae family tree -

tamariwa
Tamariwa-is an asteroid discovered by astronomer S.  I .  Belyavsky on February 12, 1926-

tamberos
to tienenvacas dairy

tamíneas
belonging to a variety or species deuva-

tandilenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Tandil -

tane
It refers to the God delbosque. -

tanete-
Tanete- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Massingerel December 19, 1913-

tangaloa
God of lasartes - of the trades

tangencia
tangency -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition of tangent-

tangerinas
belonging to a variety or species very dulce-pequena pulp oforange - crushed -



tangibilidad
tangibility -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition detangible-

tangra
Tangra-refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Pegasus.

tania australis
Tania Australis-refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellationUrsa
Maior-

tania borealis
Tania Borealis-refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in constellation Ursa Maior-

tanina-
Tannin- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminon March 27, 1916-

tanisos
.  belonging to the resin delroble -

tapalquenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Tapalque -

taparos
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - similaresal guira

taparse
It refers to the action of the bull to humiliate head ahead of the snout and throwing back the testuz, covering the site
where should hurt him, or get too head preventing do luck with it.

tapecue
Tapecue- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Carina-

tapires
-mammal-like, similar to wild boar, very short-haired and dark-

tarascada
refers to the action of the bull in a sudden and violent defeat.

tarazed
Tarazed-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Aquila or
The Eagle-



tarf
Tarf-refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellationCáncer-

tasis
belonging to a variety or species deenredadera-

tataibas
belonging to a variety or demoral wild species that produces a yellow and rough - fruit

tatjana
Tatjana- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on October 6, 1913-

tatusias
-belonging to a species or variety dearmadillo, predatory night of heavy jaws, also called armadillo Ant-

taurinos
relating or pertaining altoro or bullfighting Bull.

tauris-
Tauris- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neuiminel January 2, 1916-

tautófonos
that tienenigual sound

taxidermia
It concerns alart dissect animals to keep them alive-like. Taxidermy, from the Greek " taxisa "   ( arrangement or
placement ) and the Greek " 34 dermis;   ( skin ) is defined as the art of dissecting animals to keep them alive-like and
thus facilitate its exhibition, study, and conservation. Although it is a practice that is commonly carried out with
mammals, it is used in the same way with other animal groups.

taye
four-legged California, meat very appreciated, similar to the calf.

taygeta
Taygeta-refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Taurus-

tayuyas
belonging to a variety or species rough - whole leaves, South American, perennial deenredadera

táctiles
relating or pertaining altacto



támaras
belonging to a variety or species depalmera in the Canary Islands-

tánger
port city of Morocco, located in the Strait of Gibraltar. -

tárrago
the term "argus", erect, robust, very smelly, with obtuse, scalloped and basal rosette-shaped leaves; it is used in
medicine as a healer

tártago
Tatar-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species, of
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various types
of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not
to animals and birds.

tártagos
It is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous species, with branched
erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various types of alkaloids
used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not to animals
and birds-

tea-
Tea- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA .  H .  Charloisel on February 22, 1900-

teatina
teatina-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils, it is
used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

teátrico
theatric-belonging or theatre-related, theatrical-

teátricos
theatrics-belonging to or relating to theatre, theatrical-

tebaína
Thebaine-refers to a certain type of toxic alkaloid, extracted from opium-

tebaínas
·pertenecientes to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidaa starting from the opium -

tebaínas-



Thebaines - belonging to a toxic alkaloid , is extracted from opium-

tebel
Tevel- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Auriga-

tectibranquios
Marine gastropod losmoluscos is said to possess a single lateral Gill, protected by a mantle.

tectónicos
relating or belonging to the structure of the Earth's crust

tectónicos
relating or belonging to are or other works of architecture

tegmine
Tegmine- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation
Cancer-

teína
Theine- refers to a certain type of alkaloid extracted from the tea plant-

teínas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidaa starting from the tea plant -

teínas-
theins-belonging to a certain type of alkaloid extracted from tea-

tejat
Tejat- refers to a star whose official name was approved on February 1, 2017, located in the constellation Gemini-

telele
telele-refers to the expression : in colloquial or familiar language, vahyde, fading, fainting-

teleósteos
It is said of bone lospeces terminal mouth, gills, opercula, smooth scales and tail-coated

telepinus
God of agriculture-fields-grain-harvest-fertility, fruits of the Earth in the mitologiahitita

telsen
Telsen-refers to the northern department of chubut province, in Argentina-



telúricos
relating or belonging alplaneta land

telúricos
relating or belonging to the sixth ( influence of soil in a region on its 41 inhabitants.

temáticos
relating or belonging to any material issues

temblón
name given to a variety or species (-) Libyan alamo

temblón
name given to a variety or species (-) Alpine alamo

temosos
so called stubborn and obstinate people in holding an idea or purpose.

temperlinos
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Temperley -

temple
It is said of the quality or quality or condition delcaracter

tendencia
Tendency-refers to the expression: pattern of behavior or patterns of consumption of a social group, in the medium or
long term-

tener abandonado
Do not maintain frequent communication with a certain person. 

tener algo en la punta de la lengua
have something on the tip of your tongue -- be about to say or remember something  

tener arrastre
having a drag- points to a successful person in matters of amor-

tener buena o mala prensa
having good or bad press- refers to enjoying good (or bad) opinion-          

tener cola de paja
having a straw tail-refers to feeling guilty for doing a certain thing and manifesting it involuntarily-  



tener efecto
having effect-refers to the happening of a thing at a certain time                                    

tener el diablo en el cuerpo
have the devil in the body-refers to the expression : to be an extremely restless person -

tener el riñón bien cubierto
having the kidney well covered-owning a person in a good financial situation-         

tener en mente
keep in mind—keep intending to do a certain thing--

tener en un altar
having on an altar- admire and praise someone very much for their qualities-

tener entendido
understand-own knowledge or information about something but not be sure of it-  

tener entre ceja y ceja
between eyebrows and eyebrows- having antipathy or rejection by a person-

tener huevos
having eggs-refers to being brave in the face of a certain circumstance-                                             

tener la bondad
have the kindness-expression of courtesy to ask for something

tener la cabeza llena de pájaros
have your head full of birds-have absurd or meaningless ideas  

tener la fiesta en paz
have the party in peace-expression used to avoid an argument or anger

tener la negra
popular phrase corresponding to ''  39, bad luck, nothing goes well ''  ''-

tener la sartén por el mango
have the pan by the handle-own a person full mastery of a situation - 

tener las manos limpias
keep your hands clean -- without guilt or responsibility in a particular matter-  



tener los días contados
to have the days numbered - to be about to finish a thing- 

tener los pies en la tierra
having your feet on the ground-it's about being a person located and realistic                                 

tener lugar
take place-occur or accommodate an event, at a certain time or space-  

tener malas pulgas
having bad fleas-refers to possessing bad character or being in a bad mood       

tener mucha cuerda
having a lot of rope-refers to the possibilities that a person presents, to have many more years of life-  

tener pájaros en la cabeza
have birds on their heads-applies to the immature or un judicier-  

tener presente
keep in mind-refers to remembering a certain thing or a person-  

tener que ver
having to do-refers to being related a person or thing to others-      

tener sus días
have your days-refers to presenting mood swings in an untimely way, a person-

tener un pie en...
have a foot in.  .  . -refers to being close to a particular place or situation-     

tener una historia
have a story-own a problem or loving relationship with someone.        

tenientes
It is said of those who have something -

tentaderos
It refers to the pens or sites closed in the probe is made.

tenuidad
weakness -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition utilisée-



teobroma
.  belonging to the scientific name for the cocoa-

teobromina
theobromine-It is found in the cocoa tree, therefore, in chocolate, especially, in dark chocolate; It is a central nervous
system stimulant, less than caffeine, and bronchodilator.  Possibly causes chocolate addiction.  In dogs, cats, and other
animals it is toxic-

teobrominas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidadel cacao-familia of the esterculiaceas - from its seeds

teobrominas-
theobromines-belonging to an alkaloid found in the cocoa tree, therefore, in chocolate, especially in dark chocolate); It is
a central nervous system stimulant, less than caffeine, and bronchodilator.  Possibly causes chocolate addiction.  In
dogs, cats, and other animals it is toxic-

teocráticos
relating or belonging to lateocracia

teofilina
Theophylline—refers to a certain type of alkaloid found in black tea and green tea, is a central nervous system stimulant, bronchodilator.  and is also used as a diuretic. -

teofilinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidaa starting from the floor of the tea - leaves -

teofilinas-
Theophylline—belonging to an alkaloid found in black tea and green tea.  It is a central nervous system stimulant and bronchodilator.  It is used as a diuretic.  -

teologal
theological = that it aims to God.

tepenace
tepenace-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

tepenance
tepenance-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

terebellum
Terebellum- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 5, 2017, located in the constellation
Sagittarius-



terebrantes
It is said of losportataladros. They are a type of insect-

tergeste-
Tergeste- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Carnera on September 21, 1901-

termas
they are public losbanos of imperial Rome, established by the Emperor Marco Aurelio Antonino Basiano ( Caracalla ). -

teromorfos
It is said of fossil losreptiles from the secondary era - includes large terrestrial and aquatic forms.

terpenos
.  belonging alprincipal hydrocarbon liquid, constituent essences -

terpsichore
Terpsichore- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer E.  W .  L .  Tempel on September 30, 1864-

terrenales
relating or belonging to Earth, in opposition to what belongs to the sky,-

terreras
He says the basket of wickers used to take land from one point to another.

terrestres
relating or belonging alplaneta land

terrestres
relating or belonging to Earth, as opposed to the sky and the sea-

terrícolas
relating or belonging alhabitante of planet Earth

tersos
terse, refers to that they do not have, do not have, without = wrinkles, smooth.

tersura
smoothness -.  says the quality or quality or condition deterso -

tesoneras
tesoneras = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseenempeno, perseverance, will.



tesoneros
resolute = says those who have or poseenconstancia, will, determination.

testas
refers to lacabezas of men and animals.

testificales
relating or belonging to cash

tesura
softness -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition detieso-

tetina
teat-it is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm high, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropical areas of the world-It is used medicinally as an antibacterial or antiarthritic, also, for its essential oils, it is
used in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-

tetras
·perteneciente grouse scientific name-

tetrámera
tethora-it is said of the flower whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is four or multiple of four-

tetrámeras
tethorameras-name that receive the flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is four or multiple of four-

teutates
lasartes - intelligence, Belgians and Celtic God-

teutonia
Teutonia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on May 10, 1924-  

textiles
relating or belonging to lostejidos. -

textorias
relating or pertaining alart knitting

textorios
relating or pertaining alart knitting



té de jersey
Jersey tea-refers to the expression : the most important type or variety of a branched plant, typical of America and
Oceania,

técnicos
relating or pertaining to applications of the sciences and the arts.

térmicos
relating or pertaining alcalor

término
terminose is a term used in the mitologiaromanaera guard signs and limits of the fields. Farmers were held in his honour
on 23 February, the Terminalias -

thalia
Thalia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  R .  Hind on December 15, 1852-

thalitha
Talitha-refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in constellation Ursa Maior-

theemin
Theemin-refers to a star whose official name was approved on February 1, 2017, located in the constellation Eeridanus-

themis
Themis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  of Gasparis on April 5, 1853-

theobalda-
Theobalda- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on January 25, 1914-

theodora
Theodora- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer E.  F .  Coddington on October 13, 1898-

thespis
Thespis-refers to the expression : Greek poet of the 6th century bc . C.

thetis
Thetis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T .  R .  Lutherel on April 17, 1852-

thia
Thia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  H .  Charloisel on July 23, 1895-

thisbe



Thisbe- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Petersel on June 15, 1866-

thomana
Thomana- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on June 25, 1924-

thuban
Thuban- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2016, located in the constellation Draco-

thur
God of visitronic-

thyra
Thyra- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on August 6, 1871-

tiaki
Tiaki- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 5, 2017, located in the constellation Grus-

tianguan
Tianguan- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Taurus-

tianyi
Tianyi- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Draco-

tibieza
lukewarmness -.  says the quality or quality or condition detibio -

tiflis
Tbilisi- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on April 30, 1913-

tifoideos
relating or pertaining altifus

tigrillos
-belonging to a species or variety dezorro, with long whiskers that resemble a canid-

tigritos
tigritos-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

tilacinos
-belonging to a species or variety European delobo, endangered-



tilapia del nilo
tilapia of the Nile-refers to the expression : cartilaginous fish, habitat in the depths of the Ocean, a close relative of
sharks,

timir
Timir- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Ophiuchus-

timoratos
It is said of those who have certain fear to God -

timoratos
they are excessively scrupulous, shy, apocados.

tinacales
places to the water tanks of the pulque in Mexico.

tinaco
It's a small tub of madera.// in Ecuador and Mexico, is a jar trta long and narrow made of thick and hard-clay

tinelares
relating or belonging altinelo ( dining room of the easement in large mansions ). -

tinette-
Tinette- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  Palisael day August 16, 1909-

tioneo
relating or belonging to the Dios Baco.

tioneos
relating or belonging to the DiosBaco

tiónicos
relating or pertaining alazufre and its compounds

tiresias
Theban soothsayer linked to the facts most famous of that place-mitol-Greek

tisanópteros
Tisanopterosse is of a / / unaorden of insectos-pequeno tamano-provistos of buccal apparatus adapted to suction -
stripes on the wings.

tisanuros



TISANUROSse is of a / / unaorden of primitive, wingless insects, with three appendices filiform at the end of the
abdomen.

tisiphone
Tisiphone- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf; L .  Carnera on January 17, 1901-Tisiphone-is an
asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf; L .  Carnerael 17 January 1901-

tislit
Tislit- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Puppis-

tisulares
relating or belonging to lostejidos of the organism-

titawin
Titawin- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 15, 2015, located in the constellation
Andromeda-

titio
concerning the term : gentility corresponding to the person born in Attienza-

titulares
owners = to tienenalgun title.

tjilaki
Tjilaki- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Massingerel april 15, 1912-

tocado
regards crossed animals in which the fallen Python is little manifest. Some authors call headpiece when the ends are
directed slightly upwards

tocar a rebato
locution that corresponds to ''  '' in small villages or towns, when happens an alarming fact, it notifies the settlers with a
patter of 39 campaigns;  ''

toci
soul earth goddess-

tocote del monte
tocote del monte-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

tojil



Tojil- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Eridanus-

tokio-
Tokyo- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charlois, December 2, 1902-

toles
they are varieties or species decalabazas cut in half.

tolimán
Tolimán- refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 10, 2018, located in the constellation Centaurus-

toloache
toloachese is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species, of
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various types
of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not
to animals and birds.

toloaches
toloaches- belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, with branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

tolosanos
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Tolosa -

tolúes
belonging to a type dearbolanacardiaceo-

tomates
.  belonging to the name of the broiler frutodel-

tomatina
tomatine- glycoalkaloid present in tomato, and may have activity against various types of bacteria and fungi. 

tomatinas
Tomatines-belonging to a glycoalkaloid present in tomatoes, has activity against various bacteria and fungi. -

tombecka
Tombecka- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer B.  P .  Jekhowsky on January 17, 1924-

tonales
that colored transverse tienenzonas



tonalidades
refers to systems of colors and tones.

tonatiuh
Tonatiuh- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 15, 2015, located in the constellation
Camelopardalis-

topocho
.  belonging to the name of the banana frutodel-

topochos
.  belonging to the name of the banana frutodel-

topología
It's rules for interpreting signs topographic, giving an accurate idea of the towns by the drawings that represent them —

toponarcosis
in medicine, refers to the local anesthesia. -

toponeurosis
It refers to an anatomical part limited neurosis. -

toponimia
in medicine, refers to the terminology of the regions of the human body. -

toponomástico
refers to the names of places Guide-

toporama
It refers to the panorama of a particular place. -

toporística
It's the science to determine the status of the different parts of the Earth. -

toporístico
relating or belonging to the toporistica. -

toposo
word meaning intrusive in Venezuela, zascandil.  petulant, pedantic. -

topotopo
It is one of the names given the plant physalis, in Venezuela. -



topón
word meaning in Colombia and Chile, topetazo, bump.

toquilla
in Bolivia, a species of Palm tree without trunk provided the straw that are woven hats called jipijapa. -

toquistiné
It is an individual of a tribe of Argentina who lived on the banks of the Salado River of the North in the South of the
province of Chaco. -

tora
in Botany, is thus called to a poisonous family of the ranunculaceas plant.

toracalgia
It refers to pain in the chest wall. -

toracectomía
refers to Thoracotomy with resection of a portion of rib. -

toracodinia
It refers to pain in the chest. -

toracometría
It is the chest or thoracic movements amplitude measurement. -

toracomiodina
It's the pain in the muscles of the chest wall. -

toracoplastia
He is plastic surgery of the chest. -

toral
in any concept, it has more strength or vigor, primordial ( 41 toral argument; -

torales
It is said of those who have more strength and vigor in any concept

torba
in marina, box in which meet the scholarships for each band of the ship. -

torcuato
Word of Latin origin meaning '' that is awarded with a collar ''. -



torcular
Torcular- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 5, 2017, located in the constellation Pisces-

toreo
It is named to the action of torear.// art of bullfighting, Bulls deal.

torerista
referred to in alaficionado which gives preference to the Bullfighter on the Bull.

toreros
relating or pertaining altoreo

toreútica
It refers to the art of chiseling the low reliefs in metals, wood and ivory. -

toré
in Greek mythology, Goddess representing the Earth. -

toribio
Word of Greek origin that means '' that decorates the 39 life;. -

torina
in chemistry, a name that refers to the oxide or thorium hydrate. -

torista
referred to in alaficionado which gives preference to the bull on the Bullfighter.

tornadizos
that they become, mudan, or vary with ease.

tornalechos
species or types of canopies which are usually placed on the bed.

tornasolado
that tienereflejos produced by the light of the Sun.

toronja
.  belonging to the name of the grapefruit frutodel-

toronjas
belonging to a variety or species of spherical decidra



torpente
in medicine, agent or drug that reduces irritation. -

torrealhaurino
torrealhaurino-refers to the expression : gentility corresponding to the person born in Alhaurín de la Torre-

torronteses
.  belonging to a variety or species deuva-

tortuosos
It is said of those who give rodeos, turns -

tortuosos
It is said of those who give rodeos, turns -

totora
name given to a variety or species of laanea or belfry.

totoras
belonging to a variety or species deespadaña or anea -

tópicos
relating or belonging adeterminado place. -/ / medicines for external use -

tórculo
refers to a type of press used for stamping engravings in copper, steel, etc.

traer de cabeza
popular phrase: means stun or overwhelm by excess of obligations or concerns.

tranchete
tranchete-refers to a certain type of tool, used in the manufacture of shoes, to cut leather. -

tranchete chaira
Chaira Tranchete – This is an instrument used by the shoemaker to cut leather.

tranchete o chaira
Tranchete or sharpening steel – this is an instrument used by the shoemaker to cut the leather.

tranchete,chaira
Tranchete , sharpening steel-This is an instrument used by the shoemaker to cut leather-



tranchete-chaira
Tranchete-Chaira-This is an instrument used by the shoemaker to cut leather. 

tranchetes
tranchetes-belonging to the shoemaker tool used to cut the leather. 

transcurso
refers to "step or run time or the action pass or pass a thing in a given period. ''

translucirse
Said of a body : be translucent. 

transvaalia
Transvaalia-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer H.  and.  Wood on April 22, 1911-

trapas
trapas = says rigs or lashings that ensure the boat within the ship.

traslucirse
translucent-said of an element: being translucent-

tránsfugas
that you leave a party or ideology to other side. -

trecha
strategy subtle and ingenious to get something, treta.

tremátodos
It is said losgusanos not banded as the saguaipe or planks.

trementinas
.  belonging to the resin semifluida that exude pinos-abetos-, etc -

treta
It's a subtle and ingenious strategy to get some attempt.

tréboles
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - apparents alfalfa

tribásicos
compounds chemicals that have or poseentres functions - basic



tribuales
or tribal: relating or belonging to lastribus

tricípete
tricipete = is said about what has or possesses three heads.

tricípetes
tricipetes = it is said of those who have or poseentres heads.

tricópteros
Tricopterosse is of a / / unaORDEN of complete metamorphosis insects, whose larva is aquatic - manufactured a
protective envelope.

trigos
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - rye similaresal

trilógicas
relating or belonging to latrilogia ( set of three tragic works by the same author, ) -

trimetoxifeniletilamina
trimethoxyphenylethylamine- refers to a certain type of alkaloid obtained from peyote and other cacti plants; It is a
hallucinogen.  -

trimetoxifeniletilaminas
trimethoxyphenylethylamines-belonging to an alkaloid (or mescaline) obtained from peyote and other cacti plants; It is a
hallucinogen.  -

trinquen
Word that refers to '' partan, dissect ''. -

triunfo de viena
.  belonging to a variety or species depera-

tríbulo
name given to a variety or species (-) Thistle starred.

tríbulos
.  belonging to the generic name of several prickly plants-

trímera
trimera-it is said of the flower whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is three or multiple of three-



trímeras
trimera-name that receive the flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is three or multiple of three-

trompetilla
trumpet-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous species, of
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain various types
of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics; in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not
to animals and birds.

trompetillas
trumpets-belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds-

tropacocaínas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidade coca - the family of the eritroxilaceas, of its leaves -

troquilos
troquilos = mediacanas, concave moldings of semi-circular section, term used in architecture.

troya
Trojan- Colloquial or family expression that suggests that only the ruins or signs of a population or building have
remained

troyanos
Trojans: so call the natives of Troy, ancient city of Asia menor.-// belonging to or relating to that city.

tróficos
relating or belonging to lanutricion

truncar
Truncate-refers to the expression: to make completely disappear the hopes of someone-

trunques
trunques-refers to the expression: to completely make someone's hopes disappear altogether

truxilinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidade coca - family of the eritroxilaceas - of the leaves -

tuberáceos
relating or belonging algrupo of fungi that are kind to the truffle



tuberosidades
refers to the ribs on a bone where muscles or tendons-can be inserted

tubulares
relating or pertaining altubo

tuckia
Tuckia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf on November 24, 1924-

tucumanos
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the province Paulo naturalesde

tucutucus
-similar to the mole - like mammals live in underground caves in sandy soils-

tuiren
Tuiren- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Canes
Venatici-

tuna
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel Cactus or prickly-pear of the candlestick -

tunas
.  belonging to the name of the fruit of the prickly pear cactus, from the candelabra, Cactus-

tungas
tongas-belonging to a type of mite, similar to the common flea, that produces an unbearable itching and ulcers in the
feet of people who come into contact with it--

tungros
belonging to a people of the ancient Germania who settled near the Rhine shortly before the Christian era. -

tunicados
It is said of metazoan animals marine, bilateral symmetry - their bodies are shaped bag or barrel with two siphons and a
single nervous nodule, as the Ascidians and the salps.-

tupá
Tupá- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Crux-

tupi
Tupi- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Reticulum-



turbelarios
It is said of losgusanos, usually marine, free-living or Diners, of variable structure and covered with an epidermis ciliated
and glandular body-

turbieza
turbidimeters -.  says the quality or quality or condition deturbio -

tureis
Tureis- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation Puppis-

turner nat
Turner Natse refers to the expression: black slave, 1800-1831, who led a slave rebellion in the US. But it's not the first
time -

turquesas
It is amorphous mineral, formed by a phosphate of alumina with copper and iron, greenish blue.

tusca
name given to a variety or species (-) acacia. its fruit is made the hosts

túnica de cristo
Tunica de Cristo-it is a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the family of solanaceae, of which there are numerous
species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside that contain
various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics; in general, it dismisses a very strong smell, it is toxic to
humans but not to animals and birds.

túnica-
Tunic - is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on September 1, 1926-

túnicas de cristo
Tunics of Christ-belonging to a genus of annual herbaceous plants of the nightshade family, of which there are
numerous species, of branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, thorny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside
containing various types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is
toxic to humans but not to animals and birds-

tvastri
diosconsiderado as architect of the gods-

tynka
Tynka- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer.  Buchar on November 17, 1925-

ubi
name given to a variety or species (-) bejuco, sarmentose plant.



ubicuidad
Ubiquity = quality of ubiquitous.

ubicuidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition present at the same time everywhere deestar-

ucases
ukases: says of the tyrannical decrees of the Tsar of Russia.

uccello
Uccello, paolo = is the famous Renaissance painter Italian, outstanding innovative forms and linear perspectives,
1397-1475 -

uchuvas
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel capuli, Solanum plant of America -

ud
UD - refers to the short mast, associated music Arabic - lute

uedjat
It is an amulet representing the eye of Horus-

ugrofinesas
relating or belonging to lalangue the Finns or other towns that adopted it.

ukaz
ukase or ucase = tyrannical Decree of the Tsar, one of the categories of laws of ancient Russia, 18th - 19th. By
extension, authoritarian decision without appeal.

ukdah
Ukdah- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellationHydra-

uke
Goddess of food

ukemochi
Goddess of food

uklun
Uklun- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Centaurus-

ulalas



they are varieties or species delcacto or cactus.

ulex
.  belonging to the scientific name, one of them, even of the gorse, plant shrub fabacea-

uléticos
relating or belonging to lasencias

ulfilanos
belonging or relating the Gothic letter, by its inventor the Bishop Ulfilas.-alcaracter

ulluco
It's a salsolacea plant that gives an edible potato-like tuber, in Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru. -

ullú
It is a plant of the type of the celastrineas and that is used to replace the yerba mate, in Peru. -

ulmáceas
belonging to a type dearbolangioespermo

ulna
ulna-refers to the bone which, together with the radius, constitute the anterior extremity of vertebrate tetrepods.  In
humans it corresponds to the ulna-

ulnas
ulnas-belonging to the bone which, together with the radius, constitute the anterior extremity of vertebrate tetrepods.  In
humans it corresponds to the ulna-

uloglositis
in medicine, it is called to the inflammation of the gums and tongue. -

uloideo
in medicine, it refers to what is likeness or shape of a scar. -

ulosis
in medicine, it is called in this way to healing. -

ulotomía
in medicine, the gum incision. -

ulótico
relating or belonging to the scar. -



ulóticos
relating or belonging to lacicatriz.

ulótrico
so call the person who has the Menkes kinky or curly hair. -

ulterior
Ulterior-refers to the expression: with respect to reality, it describes the position of something that is beyond what is at
first sight

ultia
Word of Greek origin meaning '' revenge ''. -

ultimidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition extreme dehorizonte of human life

ultrabásico
ultrabásico - refers to unadjetivo which refers to minerals or rocks with low silica content-

ultracismo
or ultraísmo, is an exaggeration, exaltation of ideas and opinions, especially realistic.  Also called this way a literary
movement initiated in Spain in the year 1919. -

ultragaseoso
He says the State of radiant matter. -

ultrajen
corresponds to the expression ''  '' ajen or persecute ''  ''. -

ulváceas
It's a family is algae chlorophyceae, almost all marine, with cells that have a single core and extended stem.  Among
their species: the sea lettuce and the ova marina. -

umbelina
It is a word of Latin origin meaning '' sombrita ''. -

umbilicales
relating or pertaining alombligo

umbráticos
relating or belonging to round



umbrátiles
to tienensombra or cause it

umbrosos
to tienensombra or cause it

umero
umber, omero, are names with which is known to the alder, in Botany.

una-
One- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Petersel on February 20, 1876-

unchulogu
refers to the Supreme being, the great spirit of los Cafres-

undantes
to tienenondas or move to make waves.

undina
Undina- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel on July 7, 1867-

undosos
to tienenondas or move to make waves.

unguiculados
unguiculados = ( it is said - of the ) animals that have or poseendedos ending in nails.

ungulados
to tienenpezunas

ungulares
relating or belonging to lasunas

unialado
unialado = tienesolo a wing.

unicaudes
unicaudes = it is said of those who have or poseenuna glue.

unicelulares
It is said of itfollows composed of a single cell, called protozoa or protozoans.



unicidad
uniqueness -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition deunico-

unicoloros
unicoloros = is said of those who have or poseenun only color.

unicornio
fabulous animal / monstruocon figure of horse with a horn on the forehead -

uniflorígeros
vegetables that have single flower-

unifoliados
vegetables that have single sheet-

unitarios
relating or belonging to political unit


